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example, regard the film viewer as like a

side-participant in conversation; but which

conversation? Since the viewer cannot participate

in the film character's conversations at all, whilst

the film director can at best be thought to

converse directly with the viewer, the hypothesis

seems incoherent. The Andersons and Hochberg

and Brooks relate aspects of opposing positions in

cognitivist perceptual theory, but in so doing they

leave unquestioned the ambiguity of key concepts

such as 'mental representation', as well as the

more general modern-dress empiricist assump-

tion that perception is a matter of mentally

processing sensory data.

The heart of the collection—some 270 pages—

bes in Part Two, 'Rim Theory and Aesthetics'. As

one might expect with such a capacious bag, its

contents are very mixed. On me one hand,

Freeland's and Leibowitz's essays on feminist

film theory are disappointingly superficial—

particularly when discussing individual movies in

detail (one of the few contexts in which the

over-insistent editorial embargo on interpretation

as opposed to theory is breached). On die other

hand, the essays by Carroll (on postmodern

scepticism) and Currie (on illusionism) demon-

strate the virtues of analytical philosophizing;

they are argumentative, clearly focused, and

penetrating, and leave even die dissenting reader

with a much deeper sense of the issues at stake.

The other contributors fall between diese ex-

tremes: some appear to be attacking straw men, or

at least to be desperately uncharitable in their

readings of meir opponents (Jeff Smith's critique

of psychoanalytic dieories of film music is

particularly literal-minded), but others (including

Murray Smith on Brechtianism and Bordwell on

conventions in film) tackle an interesting topic

with some subtlety and originality. It may,

however, be worth noting that many of the most

interesting and substantial of these essays show

no commitment to cognitivism as a dieoretical

stance—even Carroll develops his critique

without any reference to its key assumptions.

This certainly supports die denial of monistic

ambitions diat the editors espouse at the outset;

but it also suggests that the real value of the

collection lies in its contribution to dieoretical

pluralism—to its editors' creation of a space in

which otherwise neglected topics and approaches
might be addressed, radier than in their
frequently intimated desire to annihilate one
dieoretical monolith and replace it with another.

STEPHEN MULHALL

University of Essex

Negotiations, 1972-1900. By GILLES DELEUZE.

Translated by Martin Joughin. Columbia U.P.
European Perspectives Series. 1995. pp. 221.

$35-
THIS CURIOUS pot-pourri of interviews and
articles, originally published in France as
Pourparlers in 1990, is billed by the publisher as
a suitable 'point of entry' to Deleuze's dieories.
But the lack of a thematic flow or unity
amongst the seventeen diverse entries and me
characteristic absence from Deleuze's interviews
of introductory accounts of the meaning and
prior development of his more difficult concepts
make the book unsuitable for mis purpose.
Readers unfamiliar with Deleuze's work might
find his Dialogues (1987) widi Claire Parnet a
better place to start. Furthermore, those already
conversant wim Deleuze's work will find in
Negotiations very little that is not better explicated
elsewhere. He produced a prodigious body of
work during the 18 years from which the book's
selections are drawn, and the editorial emphases
reflected by die book's five parts (ostensibly
covering die two volumes of Capitalism and

Schizophrenia, cinema, Foucault, philosophy, and
politics) narrow the possible choices but a little.
One is left wondering why diese works were
chosen and not odiers.

This is not to say that Negotiations is wholly
without merit As a series of footnotes to
Deleuze's corpus it makes for interesting reading
on at least three fronts. First, it reveals several
fascinating points of intellectual and personal
biography, despite Deleuze's claim that
'academics' lives are seldom interesting' (p. 137).
For example, in the first chapter Deleuze
discusses the influence upon his later work of his
training in (and 'escape' from) the history of
philosophy, and gives a taste of die radical
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experiment in art ivy eduation conducted 
during his years at Kncenna ('a son of ongoing 
party'). Seved i n t e ~ c w s  dso p h d e  an 
impression of the influence upon Frcnch 
academic life and thought of the uprising of 
May 1968. Dcleuze describes these events as 'a 
dcmonsmtion, an irruption, of a bccoming in its 
pure state' @. 171). As such, Delcuze views 

them as entirely consistent with the enmity 
towards the politics of Unity, Todity, R e a n ,  
and hierarchical ordering that he believes 
charactenzed his own thought and that of 
conamponrics such as M p i s  Chatelct, 
Foucault, Guatari, and Lyoard If philosophy is 
'a guerilla campaign' against 'the powcrs that be', 
as Deleuzc writcs in his bricf foreword, then it 
was clearly a less coven tattle during and 
immediately zfar May 1968. 

Second, the book illustrates how Delcuzc's 
philosophical concepts relate to activity in a 
variety of other disciplines. Not only does he 
draw heavily on m p l e s  from film, literature, 
fine an, plays, scicnce, and spon to illusmte his 
philosophical positions, but he considers uch  of 
these fields to possess some capacity for undoing 
the identity-thinlang that he considers to detract 
from the richness of experience. As an alarmfive 
to the ;ubsumption of particular events under 
hierarchical groupings and ordered mangcrnena, 
Deleuzc propows a proliferation of concepts and 
productions m a t  to express cvcnu in a variety 
of 'syntaxes'. Artim should devote t h c m x k  to 
creating different kinds of 'sensory w t c s ' ,  for 
oomple; scientists should proliferate 'functions'; 
and philosophers should generate more and more 
concepts. 

Deleuze further holds h t  such projects must 
not be bound by traditional notions of expertise 
and specialization. Afar all, he ugucs, it is art 

rather than the media that k t  aptures the 
'becoming' of an cvent, and the literature of D. H. 
Lawrence, Kcrow,  Burroughs, Miller, Artaud, 
and Bcckett is said to contain more insight into 
schizophrenia dun  the work of psychiatrists and 

psych-. 
Third, the bcmk illusmas Deleuze's wlmivc 

and idiosynmtic style of interpreting other 
thinkers and mists. His urn on figurcs from the 
received history of philosophy have alwrys been 

c r e a k  endeavours, containing as much Deleuze 
as Spin- Lcibniz, or Nietzsche. In N@donr 
(aszlsoinA7buandPlrllmusand71uLqprrof 
Solsl) we arc ecltcd to radial mdings of works 

of an, sport, and scicnce. F i x  example, Deleuze 
consistently interprets Jun-Luc W ' s  films 
and television shows as experiments in a logic of 

diversity. Accordmg to Delcuzc. G o W  presents 
chains of i m a p  that disorientate vicwcrs in order 
to move emphasis away h m  rational relations 
bctwccn images, and to focus instad on the 
particularity of the images thcmxhw and on the 
contingency of the movement from one imagc to 
another. Instcad of trying merely to pormy wtut 
u, G o M  ufcs the conjunction 'and'-where one 

more image can h y s  bc added to a set of images 
without cver converging on a final point of 
c l ~ u r c - m  emphasize the richness of bccoming. 
It is thus in-between i n u p  that Dcleuze situates 
Gcdard's depiction of life's dynamism. 

But there arc other examples in Negolhtwnr 

where thinkers or artists arc given a chancur- 

istidly Dcleuzim 'twist'. Fouuult, for example, 
becoma a Niceschcan philosopher of forces, a 
vitalist whose aesthetics predominate over his 

studies of history, power, and knowledge. An 
idiosynmtic d i n g  of Bergson's account of 
cinema grounds Dclcuzc's interpretations of 

recent developments in film nuking. Mvoch 
becomes a 'symptomtologin', and Proust a 
student of signs. But however intemting thcx 

bricf excursions, they arc better established and 
dcvclopcd elsewhere in Delew's corpus. 

This h k  is, then, more a curio or 'sampler' 
t h  a key work from the burgconing Dcleuzc 
library to become available in English. 

Notwithstanding wved typographical errors, it 
is beautifully produced, featuring a clear and 

precise translation, a comprehensive index, and 

exceptional explanatory notes. The tnnsltor's 
nom descnrc s p e d  mention, s ine  without their 
a u n t s  of Deleuzc's m y  puns and allusions to 

obscure cvents and chanctcrs, much of the play 
and humour typical of his written work would 

have been lost from the i n t e ~ c w s .  

CLIFF STAGOLL 
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